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ABSTRACT 

 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is required precise navigation system to accomplish its 

user’s objective. GPS and magnetometer sensor are used to tracking current position and 

heading direction of an UAV. Gyroscope and accelerometer are fused together with 

Kalman Filter in order to compensate tilt effect of magnetometer and detect current roll 

angle of an UAV. To control heading direction, rudder control surface will be moved 

according to heading and distance error. Aileron control surface is used to control roll 

angle of UAV. Calculation, control signal and flight log are done by Arduino which is 

installed on UAV.  Waypoints is defined as latitude and longitude. In Arduino program, 

waypoints, gain and sensor calibration are pre-defined. 

 

Keywords: UAV, Tracking and Navigation, Sensor Fusion, Sensor Calibration, Roll 

Stabilizer   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

After the first invention of aircraft by Wright brothers, aviation plays essential role in 

transportation and military purposes. From propeller to jet engine, development of aviation 

has come a long way and continues to grow. However, target of researcher is not only large 

scale aircraft but also small scale aircraft like RC airplane, helicopter and multi-rotors. 

Many applications of RC aircraft are introduced such as entertainment, surveying, 

cinematograph and delivery. Skill and experience are both necessary to complete certain 

objective. Recently, microcontroller and sensors are implemented on these RC in order to 

improve performance and maneuverability. Therefore, flight algorithm is needed to develop 

to support microcontroller and sensors. Navigation system is needed for UAV to be able to 

get to desired waypoint. Global Positioning System (GPS) and magnetometer (compass) 

can be combined to navigate UAV. Rudder control surface is used to change heading (yaw) 

direction of UAV which is controlled by heading and distance error from current trajectory. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

To control airplane, user has to evaluate target, current location, heading direction and tilt 

angle by user’s eyes which is not accurate if airplane is far from user. Therefore, UAV need 

autonomous system to control navigation or aid user to get to target location.  

 

1.3 Objective of the study 

 

To develop an UAV with waypoint control and roll stabilizer. 

 

1.4 Scope and limitation of the study 

 

1.4.1 Scope of Study 

 

1. The UAV speed and altitude will be controlled by user via remote control. 

2. The UAV will have on board battery and flight recording device (SD Card). 

3. Designing roll control with aileron. 

4. Only rudder will be used for heading control. 

 

1.4.2 Limitations of Study 

 

1. Experiment area will be limited by range of remote control. 

2. Strong wind can cause an error of experiment. 

3. Evaluation will be judge from sensor data which can interference with noise. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Platform of an UAV 
 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle or UAV is combined with mechanical and electrical components, 

including computer and sensing unit, supposed to perform autonomous objective with 

minimal human interaction. Platform of an UAV can be single-rotor or multi-rotor depends 

on requirement of the objective. Sebastian Siebert and Jochen Teizer compared advantage 

and limitation of each UAV types and gave the idea about how to choose suitable platform 

for the objective.   

 

2.2 Fixed wing airplane overview 

 

The Fixed wing airplane is a horizontal-propeller type which use motor to provide thrust 

force and use wing to generate lift force by air speed and shape of the wing. The main four 

controls of fixed wing airplane are throttle, elevator, ailerons and rudder which are known 

as control surfaces as shown in figure 2-1.  

 

 

Figure 2-1 Location of throttle, aileron, elevator and rudder 

 

2.3 Overview of controlling airplane 

 

Each of control surfaces is used to change the flight dynamics of the airplane as shown in 

figure 2-2. Throttle is used to control speed of the motor to control flight speed of airplane 

which effect rate of climb or descent too. Elevator is normally attached in tailplane or it can 

be called as horizontal stabilizer. Elevator controls pitch of the airplane which can change 

altitude of the airplane. Aileron can be found on trailing edge of wing in both side. Aileron 

control roll of the airplane. Rudder is the control surface which attach to fin or vertical 

stabilizer. By moving rudder, yaw of the airplane is changed the direction. 
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Figure 2-2 Effect of each control surfaces 

 

2.4 Component of rc airplane 

 

2.4.1 Remote control and receiver 

 

Remote control uses to transmit command from user to receiver to control airplane from 

distance. 2.4GHz frequency of remote control is widely use and common for all rc 

control.  
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2.4.2 Electronic Speed Control (ESC) 

 

This equipment act as motor driver and DC step-down. An ESC can be a stand-alone unit 

which plugs into the receiver's throttle control channel or incorporated into the receiver 

itself, as is the case in most toy-grade R/C vehicles.  

 

2.4.3 Brushless Motor 

 

Brushless motors are widely used in model airplane and helicopter. It provides large range 

of available size and speed. It can be controlled with ESC to vary speed of motor. 

2.4.4 Servo motor 

 

Servo motor in RC term usually has built-in encoder and use DC current (5-12V). It can 

give high torque compare to its size and sweep 0 to 180 angle (depends on model). 

 

2.5 Basic principle of aerodynamics 

 

Both lift force (L) and drag force (D) for fixed wing can be calculated by equation 2.1 and 

2.2. In figure 2-3, it shows force that act on wing. 

 

 
Figure 2-3 Force acting on the fixed wing 

 

     𝐿 =
1

2
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑉2𝐶𝐿𝑆𝑤                (Equation 2.1) 

     𝐷 =
1

2
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑉2𝐶𝐷𝑆𝑤   (Equation 2.2) 

 

Where   𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟  is air density 

   𝑉 is flight speed 

   𝐶𝐿 is lift coefficient 

   𝐶𝐷 is drag coefficient 

   𝑆𝑤 is wing area 

 

 

2.6 Previous work 

 

The recent increase interest of UAV development, many researches are done to achieve in 

different objective and control algorithm. Some of previous researches is reviewed 

shortly. 

 

Rong Zhu, Dong Sun, Zhaoying Zhou proposed optimal trajectory for a Micro Air Vehicle 

(MAV) based on minimum energy usage and lowest difficulties in reorientation. They used 

a switching PID feedback for implementing trajectory control. 
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Zahari Taha, Y.R. Tang b, K.C. Yap developed a small-scale UAV helicopter. The 

hardware is including computer, sensor, power, telemetry and bypass circuit (to change 

from manual to autonomous control) system. The onboard hardware uses to collect data 

from Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to analyst mathematical model of the helicopter.   

 

Haitao Xiang, Lei Tian presented an autonomous UAV system which capable of acquiring 

multi-spectral images at desired locations and times. UAV navigation is based on extended 

Kalman filter (EKF) which was designed and implemented using sensor fusion techniques. 

Waypoints are generated by ground station, UAV navigated automatically to the desired 

waypoint and hover to do missions. 

 

Gerasimos G. Rigatos proposed nonlinear flatness-based control theory. The estimation of 

the UAV’s state vector is compared by different method, Extended Kalman Filtering, 

Sigma-Point Kalman filtering, Particle Filtering and Derivative-free nonlinear Kalman 

Filtering. Result is in simulation test to evaluate performance. 

 

Luitpold Babel proposed an algorithm to determine a shortest trajectory of a fixed-wing 

UAV in scenarios with no-fly areas. UAV is equipped with landmark-based visual 

navigation. This way can solve the flight path planning problem with obstacles. 

 

Hiromasa Ueno, Hiroshi Ohtake, Kazuo Tanaka mention that GPS sensor is used for 

knowing position of the autonomous flapping wing robot and destination point. They 

proposed control algorithm and simulation to verify that control algorithm (simulation with 

two influences: error of GPS and change of the wind).   
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Platform design 

 

The design of aircraft is inspired by ExperimentalAirlines on YouTube channel. Main 

material for construct the airplane is mostly EPP foam, OPP Tape and balsa wood. The 

airplane has a horizontal and vertical tail with elevator and rudder control surfaces. The 

wing is flat-bottom airfoil for easy to construct and has aileron control surface. SG91R 

TOWERPRO servos drive all the control surfaces. Trust is produced by 8x6 propeller 

driving by 1400KV electric outrunner motor. Geometry of aircraft is listed in following 

table 3-1. 

 

Table 3-1 Aircraft geometry 

Physical data Value (unit) 

Aircraft length 70 cm. 

Aircraft width 8 cm. 

Wingspan 100 cm. 

Wing cord 22.8 cm. 

Weight (including battery) 790 g. 
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Figure 3-1 Test object 

 

3.2 Flight sensing and control unit 

 

Sensors module and microcontroller are implemented on an aircraft. Sensor data is sent to 

microcontroller to determine its current position and orientation. Control signal are 

generated microcontroller to control servo motor according to flight path. Flight data is 

written in SD card to check performance and debugging. Table 3-2 gives a list of sensors 

which are implemented in the experiment.  
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Table 3-2 List of components 

Components Model 

IMU Sensor GY-87 (MPU-6050, HMC5833L and BMP180)  

GPS U-blox NEO-6M 

Microcontroller Arduino MEGA 2560 R3 

Data logging SD Card logging LC Studio 

Remote control SPEKTRUM DX5e 

Receiver OrangeRx DSM2 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Components layout 
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3.3 Wiring diagram  

 

Components storage area of an aircraft is limited by aircraft shape. It is best to reduce 

complexity of wiring and size of all components. Therefore, components in this experiment 

are mostly modules which are compact and quite easy to wire with Arduino MEGA 2560.  

 

 

Figure 3-3 Wiring diagram 

 

3.4 Program flow chart 

 

Program flow chart can give visualize of the program itself to help people understand, 

analyze and find flaw of the program. In this experiment, program flow chart can be divided 

into two parts which is executed at the same time. According to the objective, the aircraft 

has to stabilize in roll direction and control heading direction to target destination. 

Therefore, program flow chart can be shown in the figure 3-4 and 3-5. 

 

3.4.1 Roll stabilizer 

 

This flow chart describes how program control roll to stay at set point value. First, the 

program has to check roll angle set point and then read current roll angle. After that, 

program will calculate error from roll set point and current angle. To control aileron servo 

motor, control signal can be generated by multiply error from calculation with adjustable 

gain. At the same time, program will be prompt to receive override command from user via 

remote control. This override command will take over control of aileron servo motor. 
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Figure 3-4 Roll stabilizer program flow chart 

 

 

 

3.4.2 Heading control 

 

This flow chart describes how program control its heading direction with compass and GPS 

sensor. Start and Target locations are pre-defined in the program. Trajectories are calculated 

from each target locations. Then program uses these trajectories to define its heading 

direction. Before getting control signal of rudder servo, heading and distance error are 

needed for calculation. Heading error is current heading minus heading trajectory. Distance 

error is current position perpendicular to the trajectory line. Therefore, control signal of 

rudder servo can be generated by performing multiplication of heading and distance error 

with assigning gains. While program is running, allow to take over control of rudder servo. 

To take over control of rudder servo, left stick of remote control has to move to left most 

or right most position for certain time. 
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Figure 3-5 Heading control flow chart 
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3.5 Sensor calibration 

 

3.5.1 Accelerometer 

 

Before collecting data from accelerometer, static error due to temperature, misalignment or 

unknowns must be removed to improve accuracy of the data. System needs to be motionless 

and places on flat surface which parallel to ground. Raw accelerometer data should be zero 

in X, Y axis and equal to 1g (16,384) in Z axis. After add bias into calculation, 

accelerometer can be expressed as following equation: 

 

𝑎 =
𝑎−𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠

𝑆
                             (Equation 3.1) 

 

Where 𝑎 is acceleration,  𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 is offset calibration value and 𝑆 is sensitivity (at +/- 2g is 

16,384 LSB/g) 

 

3.5.2 Gyroscope 

 

To calibrate gyroscope, it can be done as accelerometer except raw gyroscope data in Z axis 

should be zero if the sensor is motionless. After add bias into calculation, gyroscope can be 

express as following equation: 

 

𝑔 =
𝑔−𝑔𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠

𝑆
                            (Equation 3.2) 

 

Where g is gyro rate, 𝑔𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 is offset calibration value 𝑆 is sensitivity (at +/- 250°/s is 131 

LSB/(°/s)) 

 

3.5.3 Magnetometer 

 

3.5.3.1 Hard/Soft iron effect 

 

One thing that needs to be considered when using magnetometer is effect of nearby ferrous 

materials. Nearby ferrous materials can create disturbances to magnetic field. The amount 

of disturbance depends on the material content of the platform and connectors as well as 

ferrous objects nearby. Magnetic distortions can be divided into 2 types, hard iron and soft 

iron effects. Hard iron adds a constant magnetic field component to the earths’ magnetic 

field which can be seen as a shift in the origin of the circle in Figure 3-6(Middle). Soft iron 

condense magnetic flux toward themselves, so there will be error from reading depending 

on the direction. 
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Figure 3-6 No disturbances (Left), Hard iron offset (Middle) and Soft iron (Right) 

To eliminate hard iron distortion, the offset in the origin must be calculated. Plot circle like 

Figure 3-5 by rotating magnetometer in circle in each axis (roll, pitch and yaw). After that, 

hard iron offset value can be calculated as following: 

 

𝑀𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 =  
𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑥−𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛

2
                                                (Equation 3.3) 

 𝑀 =  𝑀 − 𝑀𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡                                   (Equation 3.4) 

 

Where M is a magnetic value, 𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑥 is a maximum magnetic value, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛 is a minimum 

magnetic value and 𝑀𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 is offset value. 

Soft iron can be eliminated by rotating the reading by 45° and then scaling the value to 

change eclipse to circle. But it is best to remove any soft iron material nearby because hard 

iron effect is linear which is easy to deal with. 

3.5.3.2 Declination angle 

 

The declination angle should be added to the compass heading which is calculated from 

sensor. This error depends on the location of the sensor and can be found at 
(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag-web/#declination) or (http://www.magnetic-

declination.com/). For instance, the declination in AIT, Pathum Thani, Thailand is 0° 43’ 

West (Negative). 

 

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag-web/#declination
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Figure 3-7 Example of declination angle 

 

3.5.3.3 Sensor tilt 

 

The heading from magnetometer is accurate when rotate in a horizontal plane. But tilt angle 

will be needed if sensor is used in any orientation. The tilt angle can be calculated from 

gyroscope and accelerometer. Therefore, tilt compensation for each axis can be calculated 

as following: 

 

𝑋ℎ =  𝑀𝑋 ∗ cos(𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ) + 𝑀𝑍 ∗ sin(𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ)              (Equation 3.5) 

𝑌ℎ = 𝑀𝑥 ∗ sin(𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙) ∗ sin(𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ) + 𝑀𝑦 ∗ cos(𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙) − 𝑀𝑧 ∗ sin(𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙) ∗ cos(𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ) 

            (Equation 3.6) 

 

Where 𝑀𝑥 , 𝑀𝑦, 𝑀𝑧 are magnetic in X, Y, Z sensor axis respectively, 𝑋ℎ, 𝑌ℎ are magnetic in 

X, Y horizontal axis. 

 

3.6 Tilt angle calculation 

 

3.6.1 Calculated from accelerometer 

 

The force of gravity is a key to calculate tilt angle from accelerometer. The result will be 

more accurate with three axis data of accelerometer. Roll is defined as the rotation angle of 

the X axis. Pitch is defined as the rotation angle of Y axis. Both of them can be calculated 

from accelerometer data from three axis as following: 

 

𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 = arctan (
𝑎𝑦

√𝑎𝑥
2+𝑎𝑧

2
)                               (Equation 3.7) 

𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = arctan (
−𝑎𝑥

√𝑎𝑦
2+𝑎𝑧

2
)                             (Equation 3.8) 

 

Where 𝑎𝑥,𝑎𝑦,𝑎𝑧 are acceleration in X, Y, Z axis respectively.  
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3.6.2 Calculated from gyroscope 

 

Gyroscope can sense change in rotation speed which can convert into tilt angle. Roll and 

pitch can be calculated from gyroscope as following: 

 

𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 + 𝑔𝑥 ∗ ∆𝑡                             (Equation 3.9) 

𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 + 𝑔𝑦 ∗ ∆𝑡                           (Equation 3.10) 

 

Where 𝑔𝑥, 𝑔𝑦 are gyro rate in X, Y axis respectively, ∆𝑡 is sampling time for each 

calculation loop and 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 are previous value of roll and pitch. 

3.6.3 Calculated by fusion accelerometer and gyroscope 

 

It is possible to calculate tilt angle only from accelerometer or gyroscope. However, both 

of them have their own advantage and disadvantage. For example, accelerometer has fast 

response but very sensitive to noise and external force. Pros and cons of both calculation 

can be found in table 3-3 below. 

 

Table 3-3 Compare pros and cons of accelerometer and gyroscope 

Sensor Pros Cons 

Accelerometer Fast response and accurate 

when not moving 

Sensitive to noise and 

external force 

Gyroscope Accurate when moving or 

applying external force 

Tend to drift over time 

because no fixed frame for 

reference 
 

In conclusion, it can be said that accelerometer is suitable for long-term measurement and 

gyroscope is suitable for short-term measurement. Then, combining both of them will 

increase accuracy of reading.  Kalman filter will be used to fuse both reading together. 

Kalman filter can be done as Figure 3-7.  

 

Figure 3-8 Operation of Kalman filter 
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To follow Kalman filter operation, each parameter and variable are assign as follow: 

 

𝑋�̂�
−

= [
𝜃
𝜃�̇�

], 𝐴 =  [
1 −∆𝑡
0 1

], 𝐵 = [
∆𝑡
0

], 𝐻 = [1 0], 𝑄 = [
0.001 0

0 0.1
], 𝑅 = 0.5 

3.6.4 Compare result 

 

Processing is open-source software which can provide visual data for Arduino’s serial port. 

In this case, Processing is used to plot result of tilt angle reading from 3 different method: 

accelerometer, gyroscope and fusion with Kalman filter. In addition, testing sensor with 3 

different conditions can show clear result about performance of Kalman filter: normal, 

moving and vibration condition. In figure below, Y-axis is tilt angle and X-axis is time. 

 

In figure 3-9, sensor is rotated in X axis back and forth. Gyroscope is tend to drift overtime 

but it has less noise compare to accelerometer. For Kalman filter, gyroscope’s drift and 

accelerometer’s noise are remove from reading. 

 

In figure 3-10, sensor is moving along Y direction on flat surface so it means that gyroscope 

is not include in calculating fusion only accelerometer. When sensor is moved,   

accelerometer is react to force that apply to sensor and read as rotating sensor.  Kalman 

filter is this effect and give small reading compare to accelerometer. 

 

In figure 3-11, vibration is applied to sensor which is place stationary on flat surface. 

Accelerometer is reacting to noise while Kalman filter is stable like gyroscope. 
 

 

Figure 3-9 Testing with normal condition 
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Figure 3-10 Testing with moving along Y axis 

 

 

Figure 3-11 Testing with applying vibration to sensor 
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3.7 Heading direction 

 

For UAV, it is necessary to know the heading direction. Heading is defined as angle in 

horizontal plane measured clockwise from a true north direction. Therefore, heading is 

rotating from 0° to 360° refer to true north. Heading can be calculated as following: 

 

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = arctan(
𝑌ℎ

𝑋ℎ
)                           (Equation 3.9) 

 

3.8 Waypoint tracking control 

 

Waypoint tracking control is a major path in controlling UAV to achieve user’s objective. 

GPS and heading direction can be used to determine current position and heading direction 

which program can use it to calculate angle of rudder control surface. Angle of rudder 

control surface can be calculated as following: 

 

𝑅𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 𝐾𝑟1 ∗ 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 + 𝐾𝑟2 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(Equation 3.10) 

 

Where 𝐾𝑟1 is gain for heading error (In this research is 2), 𝐾𝑟2 is gain for distance error (In 

this research is 2.5), 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 is current heading minus heading trajectory (in 

degree), 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 is current position perpendicular to the trajectory line (in meter). 

 

However, direction control with rudder will effect roll of an UAV. Therefore, roll also needs 

to be control to compensate rudder effect and smooth flight. Aileron is the key to control 

roll of an UAV because aileron can make UAV roll in clockwise/counter-clockwise 

direction. Angle of aileron control surface can be calculated as following: 

 

𝐴𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 =  𝐾𝑎 ∗ 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟                (Equation 3.10) 

 

Where 𝐾𝑎is gain for roll error (In this research is 1.7), 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 is current roll angle minus 

roll set point (0°) (in degree). 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Test condition 

 

The experiment is conducted at football field in Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), 

Pathum Thani, Thailand. First step of the experiment is to define gain in calculation of error 

(distance, heading, roll) and waypoint (latitude, longitude). In this experiment, waypoints 

is set as figure 4-1 and table 4-1. 

 

Table 4-1 List of waypoint in experiment 

Waypoint number Latitude Longitude 

1 14.079664 100.610011 

2 14.079115 100.60996 

3 14.079131 100.609405 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Waypoint 1 to 3 is shown on google map 
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Objective of the experiment is UAV can follow designated point (Waypoint 1 to 4). 

However, GPS has a slow response but UAV moves quite fast, so it can be the case that 

UAV pass before GPS notice current position. To minimize this problem, each waypoint 

has 10m radius around waypoint to consider that UAV already reach this waypoint. 

The result of the experiment is stored in SD card in format of position (latitude and 

longitude), tilt angle (roll), heading direction (0° − 360°), distance error (meter), speed 

(m/s) and timestamp (HH:MM:SS). 

 

 
 

Figure 4-2 Recorded data as text file in SD Card 

 

4.2 Results 

 

Since, the result is latitude and longitude position. It is better to plot result in Google Map 

to give a clear visual result.  

 

 

Figure 4-3 Google map shows result of the experiment 
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Performance of experiment is evaluated by Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) which is 

calculated from different of observe data and control data. 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √∑ (𝑥𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒−𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙)2𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁
   (Equation 4-1) 

 

 
Figure 4-4 Distance error from trajectory is shown by 2D plot (Y-axis is in meter, X-

axis is recorded position 

 

 
 

Figure 4-5 Roll error from set point is shown by 2D plot (Y-axis is in degree, X-axis 

is recorded position) 
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Root Mean Square Error of distance error is 6.34 for distance error and 17.25 for roll 

error. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 

This work describes the development of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle with waypoint 

tracking control. The UAV uses combination sensor (Accelerometer, gyroscope, 

magnetometer and GPS) to sense current position, heading direction, roll angle in order to 

do waypoint tracking control. Rudder control surface is used to control heading (yaw) 

direction of the UAV which move according to heading and distance error from current 

trajectory. Aileron control surface is done the same way as rudder but it control roll angle 

of the UAV which change its angle according to different of current roll angle and set angle. 

Each waypoints are defined in Arduino program in format of latitude and longitude and 

also gain in calculation. In case of failsafe, user can take control of UAV over the program 

via remote control to prevent damage from crashing ground or obstacle. 

 

Result of the experiment is collected in SD card as latitude, longitude, roll angle, heading 

direction, distance error, speed of UAV and timestamp. Latitude and longitude are used to 

track position of UAV to evaluate its performance by deviated distance from current 

trajectory. Roll stabilizer is evaluated by different current roll angle and roll angle set point. 

 

From the result of the experiment, it can show possibility of waypoint tracking control by 

rudder control. More experiments can be conducted to determine best gain in calculation to 

improve performance of the UAV.  

 

5.2 Future works 

 

By adding more sensors like air speed and ultrasonic sensor, speed and altitude control can 

be added into system to perform fully autonomous system. Moreover, camera or parachute 

can be attached to the UAV to use it as a mission for UAV application.  

 

Since this work is based on fixed wing platform, another platform can be tested to compare 

performance because it have different advantage point of each platform.  

 

PID controller can be used in controlling roll angle to get better result with proper gain. In 

this experiment, PID is also tested but the response is quite slow and very hard to tune since 

it needed to test in real flight in every tuning value. 

 

5.3 Recommendations 

 

Real-time flight monitor can be developed to help user to point out what to improve or 

debug the program. Ground station is needed to develop in or der to analyst data coming 

from transmitter in UAV.  

 

Faster clock speed microprocessor can be replaced in order to increase speed of program 

because writing data to SD card of Arduino MEGA2560 increase sample time then 

calculation result is delayed.  

 

To improve accuracy, GPS in this experiment can give 3-4 data in one second, it is quite 

slow compared to speed of the UAV so faster response GPS can give smooth result 
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APPENDIX 

 

Arduino Code for UAV 

#include <SD.h> 

#include <Servo.h> 

#include <I2Cdev.h>  //Library for I2C Communication 

#include <MPU6050.h>  //Library for IMU gyro and accel MPU6050 

#include <Wire.h>    //Library built-in arduino 

#include <Kalman.h> // Source: https://github.com/TKJElectronics/KalmanFilter 

#include <HMC5883L.h>  //Library for magnetometer HMC5883L 

#include <TinyGPS++.h> //Library for GPS Ublox 6M 

 

 

//------------Define Sensor Name--------------// 

MPU6050 accelgyro; 

HMC5883L mag; 

TinyGPSPlus gps; 

//--------------------------------------------// 

 

//-----------Define SD Card------------------// 

const int chipSelect = 4; 

File myFile; 

 

//----------Define MPU6050 Variable-----------// 

Kalman kalmanX; // Create the Kalman instances 

Kalman kalmanY; 

int16_t accX, accY, accZ; 

int16_t gyroX, gyroY, gyroZ; 

double accXangle, accYangle; // Angle calculate using the accelerometer 

double gyroXangle, gyroYangle; // Angle calculate using the gyro 

double kalAngleX, kalAngleY; // Calculate the angle using a Kalman filter 

double compAngleX, compAngleY; 

uint32_t timer;  // Timer for gyro calculate 

//--------------------------------------------// 

 

//---------Define HMC5883L Variable-----------// 

int16_t mx, my, mz;  

int16_t Xoffset, Yoffset, Zoffset, Xh, Yh; //Xh and Yh are value after tilt compensate 

int RoundDegreeInt; 

int PreviousDegree; 

float calibrateY = 161, calibrateX = 33, calibrateZ = -165; 

//calibrate XY from rotate sensor in 360 XY plane, calibrate Z from rotate X and Y from -

90 to 90 

//--------------------------------------------// 

 

//-------------Define GPS Variable------------// 

static const long GPSBaud = 38400; //Default for Ublox 6M(Different for other brand) 

float flat, flon; 
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float lastlat=1 , lastlon=1; 

int gpstime; 

//-------------------------------------------// 

 

//-------------Define Calculation of Heading Control--------// 

Servo Rudder, Aileron; 

const int led = 13; 

float HeadingError; //Desired point-Current point 

float DistanceError; //Distance from trajectory to current point 

float RudderAngle; //Angle of Rudder to control 

double courseToWay1,courseToWay2,courseToWay3,courseToWay0; 

double courseToCurrent1,courseToCurrent2,courseToCurrent3,courseToCurrent0; 

double dAngle1,dAngle2,dAngle3,dAngle0; 

double Dis1,Dis2,Dis3,Dis0; 

double Distance1,Distance2,Distance3,Distance0; 

 

 

const float Kp1 = 2, Kp2 = 2.5;  

//Kp1 for error, Kp2 for distance  

bool GetWay1 = false; 

bool GetWay2 = false; 

bool GetWay3 = false; 

bool GetWay0 = false; 

 

bool print1 = true; 

bool print2 = true; 

bool print3 = true; 

bool print0 = true; 

 

//---------New Waypoint 260214-------// 

float LatWay0 =14.079664; //way0 

float LonWay0 =100.610011; 

float LatWay1 =14.079115;  //Way1 

float LonWay1 =100.60996;  

float LatWay2 =14.079131;  //Way2  

float LonWay2 =100.609405; 

float LatWay3 =14.079695;  //Way3 

float LonWay3 =100.609396; 

 

int average = 1400;  

long timerTakeover,lasttimeTakeover, checktime, totaltimeTakeover ; 

 

bool Takeover = false; 

//---------------------------------------------------// 

 

//-------------------Roll Control--------------------// 

bool rolltakeover = false; 

const float RollSet = 0; 

float RollError; 

const float RollGain = 1.7;  
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float AileronAngle; 

float AileronAverage = 1460; 

 

//-----------------RC Receiver reading-------------------------// 

#define CHANNEL_Rudder_PIN 2 

#define CHANNEL_Aileron_PIN 3 

volatile unsigned long timer_start1;  //for rudder 

volatile unsigned long timer_start2;  //for aileron 

volatile int pulse_time1; 

volatile int pulse_time2 = 1500; 

volatile int last_interrupt_time1; 

volatile int last_interrupt_time2; 

 

//-------------------------// 

void setup() {  

  

  Serial.begin(115200); //This serial for debug value 

  Serial1.begin(GPSBaud); //This serial for GPS to communicate with Arduino 

  Wire.begin(); 

   

  //--------------Setup MPU6050-------------// 

  accelgyro.initialize(); //Range Gyro:+/- 250deg/s Accel:+/- 2g and enable bypass for 

magnetometer 

  accelgyro.setDLPFMode(6); 

  delay(100); // Wait for sensor to stabilize 

  accelgyro.getMotion6(&accX, &accY, &accZ, &gyroX, &gyroY, &gyroZ); 

  accX = accX+255; 

  accY = accY; 

  accZ = accZ+223; 

  /* Set kalman and gyro starting angle */   

  accXangle = atan2(accY,sqrt(pow(accX,2)+pow(accZ,2)))*RAD_TO_DEG; 

  accYangle = atan2(-accX,sqrt(pow(accY,2)+pow(accZ,2)))*RAD_TO_DEG;   

  kalmanX.setAngle(accXangle); // Set starting angle 

  kalmanY.setAngle(accYangle); 

  gyroXangle = accXangle; 

  gyroYangle = accYangle; 

  timer = micros();  

  //---------------------------------------// 

 

  //-------------Setup HMC5883L------------// 

  mag.initialize(); //Gain:+/- 1.3Ga Output rate:15Hz Average Sampling: 8 

  mag.getHeading(&mx, &my, &mz); 

  Xoffset = mx - calibrateX; 

  Yoffset = my - calibrateY; 

  Zoffset = mz - calibrateZ; 

  //for tilt compensate ref:http://www.loveelectronics.co.uk/Tutorials/13/tilt-compensated-

compass-arduino-tutorial 

  Xh = Xoffset*cos(kalAngleY*PI/180)+Zoffset*sin(kalAngleY*PI/180); 
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  Yh = 

Xoffset*sin(kalAngleX*PI/180)*sin(kalAngleY*PI/180)+Yoffset*cos(kalAngleX*PI/180

)-Zoffset*sin(kalAngleX*PI/180)*cos(kalAngleY*PI/180);     

  float heading = atan2(Yh, Xh);  //my and mx minus with offset value 

    // Once you have your heading, you must then add your 'Declination Angle', which is 

the 'Error' of the magnetic field in your location. 

    // Find yours here: http://www.magnetic-declination.com/ 

    // Mine(Thailand) is: 0 42' W, which is 42/60 = 0.7 Degrees, or (which we need) 

0.0122173 radians, I will use 0.0457 

  float declinationAngle = 0.0122173; 

  heading -= declinationAngle; 

   

  if(heading < 0) //To give result in positive value 

     heading += 2*M_PI; 

      

  float headingDegrees = heading*180/M_PI ;  //Change radian into degree 

  

  PreviousDegree =round(headingDegrees);   //round it up 

  //---------------------------------------// 

     

  //-----------------Setup Servo---------------// 

  Rudder.attach(22); //Pin for Rudder 

  Aileron.attach(46); //Pin for Aileron 

  //-------------------------------------------// 

   

  //-----------------Setup Heading Control------// 

  pinMode(led,OUTPUT); 

   

  //-----------------Setup Stabilize (Roll)-----------// 

  timer_start1 = 0; 

    attachInterrupt(0, calcSignalRudder, CHANGE); 

  timer_start2 = 0; 

    attachInterrupt(1, calcSignalAileron, CHANGE); 

   

  //-----------------------------------------------// 

   

  //-----------------Setup SD Card---------------// 

  Serial.print("Initializing SD card..."); 

  pinMode(53, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(40, OUTPUT); //LED Status 

  // see if the card is present and can be initialized: 

  if (!SD.begin(chipSelect)) { 

    Serial.println("Card failed, or not present"); 

    // don't do anything more: 

    digitalWrite(40,HIGH); 

    return; 

  } 

  Serial.println("card initialized."); 

   

  File dataFile = SD.open("110714.txt", FILE_WRITE); 
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  dataFile.print("Start Flight 11/07/14"); 

  dataFile.print("Kp1="); 

  dataFile.print(Kp1); 

  dataFile.print("  Kp2="); 

  dataFile.print(Kp2); 

  dataFile.print("  KpRoll="); 

  dataFile.print(RollGain); 

  dataFile.println("  Lat/Lon/Roll/Heading/Dis/Spd/Time"); 

  dataFile.close(); 

  smartDelay(1000); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

  smartDelay(30); 

  //--------------MPU6050 Process----------// 

   

  accelgyro.getMotion6(&accX, &accY, &accZ, &gyroX, &gyroY, &gyroZ); //Get raw 

data 

  accX = accX+255; 

  accY = accY; 

  accZ = accZ+223; 

  accXangle = atan2(accY,sqrt(pow(accX,2)+pow(accZ,2)))*RAD_TO_DEG; 

  accYangle = atan2(-accX,sqrt(pow(accY,2)+pow(accZ,2)))*RAD_TO_DEG; 

  gyroX=gyroX+890; 

  gyroY=gyroY-82; 

  double gyroXrate = (double)gyroX/131.0; //Scale factor:  

  double gyroYrate = (double)gyroY/131.0; 

  kalAngleX = kalmanX.getAngle(accXangle, gyroXrate, (double)(micros()-

timer)/1000000); // Calculate the angle using a Kalman filter 

  kalAngleY = kalmanY.getAngle(accYangle, gyroYrate, (double)(micros()-

timer)/1000000); 

  //Serial.print("Time = "); 

  //Serial.print(micros()-timer); 

  timer = micros(); 

   

   //-------------Printing Result---------------// 

  //Serial.print(F("ACC:"));               //Accel angle(X,Y) 

  //Serial.print(accXangle-180,2); 

  //Serial.print(F(",")); 

  //Serial.print(accYangle-180,2); 

  //Serial.print(F("#GYR:"));              //Gyro angle(X,Y) 

  //Serial.print(gyroXangle-180, 2); 

  //Serial.print(F(",")); 

  //Serial.print(gyroYangle-180, 2);   

//Serial.print(F("#KAL:"));             //Kalman angle(x,Y) 

  //Serial.print(kalAngleX, 2); 

  //Serial.print(F(",")); 

  //Serial.print(kalAngleY, 2); 

  //Serial.println(F("")); 
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  //---------------End of MPU6050--------------// 

   

  //-------------HMC5883L Process--------------// 

   

  mag.getHeading(&mx, &my, &mz); 

  Xoffset = mx - calibrateX; 

  Yoffset = my - calibrateY; 

  Zoffset = mz - calibrateZ; 

  //for tilt compensate ref:http://www.loveelectronics.co.uk/Tutorials/13/tilt-compensated-

compass-arduino-tutorial 

   Xh = Xoffset*cos(kalAngleY*PI/180)+Zoffset*sin(kalAngleY*PI/180); 

  Yh = 

Xoffset*sin(kalAngleX*PI/180)*sin(kalAngleY*PI/180)+Yoffset*cos(kalAngleX*PI/180

)-Zoffset*sin(kalAngleX*PI/180)*cos(kalAngleY*PI/180);     

   

  float heading = atan2(Yh, Xh);  //my and mx minus with offset value 

    // Once you have your heading, you must then add your 'Declination Angle', which is 

the 'Error' of the magnetic field in your location. 

    // Find yours here: http://www.magnetic-declination.com/ 

    // Mine(Thailand) is: 0 42' W, which is 42/60 = 0.7 Degrees, or (which we need) 

0.0122173 radians, I will use 0.0457 

  float declinationAngle = 0.0122173; 

  heading -= declinationAngle; 

   

  if(heading < 0) //To give result in positive value 

     heading += 2*M_PI; 

      

  float headingDegrees = heading*180/M_PI; 

  RoundDegreeInt =round(headingDegrees);   //round it up 

   

    // For calibrate purpose use with Processing"Test_magnetometer" 

    //Serial.print("mag:\t"); 

    //Serial.print("#MagX:"); //For serial 

   //Serial.print(mx); Serial.print("\t"); 

   //Serial.print("#MagY:"); //For serial 

   //Serial.print(my); Serial.print("\t"); 

   //Serial.print("#MagZ:");  //For serial 

   //Serial.print(mz); Serial.print("\t");  

      

    //-----------------Printing Result-------------// 

    //Serial.print("    Heading:"); 

    //Serial.println(RoundDegreeInt); 

      

    //-----------------End of HMC5883L-------------//   

     

    //-----------------Process GPS-----------------//    

    flat = gps.location.lat(); 

    flon = gps.location.lng(); 

    if(gps.location.isValid()) 

        { digitalWrite(led,HIGH);} 
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    else {digitalWrite(led,LOW);} 

    //Serial.print("LAT="); 

    //Serial.print(flat == gps.location.isValid() ? 0.0 : flat, 6); 

    //Serial.print(" LON="); 

    //Serial.print(flon == gps.location.isValid() ? 0.0 : flon, 6); 

    //Serial.print(" SAT="); 

    //Serial.print(gps.satellites.value() == gps.satellites.isValid() ? 0 : gps.satellites.value()); 

    //Serial.print(" PREC="); 

    //Serial.print(gps.hdop.value() == gps.hdop.isValid() ? 0 : gps.hdop.value()); 

    //Serial.println(""); 

  //}   

      

    //----------------End of GPS-------------------// 

     

    //----------------Heading control algorithm--------------------// 

    if(TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(flat,flon,LatWay1,LonWay1) < 10 && !GetWay1) 

    {    GetWay1 = true; 

          GetWay0 = false; 

          print0 = true; 

          

    } 

    if(TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(flat,flon,LatWay2,LonWay2) < 10 && GetWay1 

&& !GetWay2) 

    {    GetWay2 = true; 

         

    } 

     

    if(TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(flat,flon,LatWay3,LonWay3) < 10 && GetWay1 

&& GetWay2 && !GetWay3) 

    {    GetWay3 = true; 

    } 

    if(TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(flat,flon,LatWay0,LonWay0) < 10 && GetWay1 

&& GetWay2 && GetWay3 && !GetWay0) 

    {    GetWay0 = true; 

         GetWay1 = false; 

         GetWay2 = false; 

         GetWay3 = false; 

         print1 = true; 

         print2 = true; 

         print3 = true; 

 

    } 

     

     //-------------------Start to WayPoint1-----------------// 

   if(!GetWay1) 

     { 

     courseToWay1 =  TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay0,LonWay0,LatWay1,LonWay1); 

     courseToCurrent1 = TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay0,LonWay0, flat,flon); 

     dAngle1 = courseToWay1 - courseToCurrent1; 

          if(dAngle1 > 180) 
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            {dAngle1 = dAngle1 - 360;} 

            if(dAngle1 <= -180) 

            {dAngle1 = 360 - abs(dAngle1);} 

     Dis1 = TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(LatWay0,LonWay0,flat,flon); 

     Distance1 = Dis1*sin(dAngle1*PI/180); 

     

    if (dAngle1 < -90 || dAngle1 > 90 || !gps.location.isValid()) 

    {Distance1 = 0;} 

     

   

  

      HeadingError = courseToWay1 - RoundDegreeInt; 

        if(HeadingError > 180) 

       { HeadingError = HeadingError - 360;} 

      if(HeadingError <=-180) 

       { HeadingError = 360 - abs(HeadingError);} 

                if(HeadingError > 60 || HeadingError <-60) 

                Distance1 =0; 

      RudderAngle = (Kp1*HeadingError)+(Kp2*Distance1); 

      RudderAngle = round(RudderAngle); 

      RudderAngle = constrain(RudderAngle,-50,50); 

        

    } 

    //-------------------WayPoint1 to WayPoint2----------------------------------// 

     if(!GetWay2 && GetWay1) 

    { 

     courseToWay2 =  TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay1,LonWay1,LatWay2,LonWay2); 

     courseToCurrent2 = TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay1,LonWay1, flat,flon); 

     dAngle2 = courseToWay2 - courseToCurrent2; 

            if(dAngle2 > 180) 

            {dAngle2 = dAngle2 - 360;} 

            if(dAngle2 <= -180) 

            {dAngle2 = 360 - abs(dAngle2);} 

     Dis2 = TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(LatWay1,LonWay1,flat,flon); 

     Distance2 = Dis2*sin(dAngle2*PI/180); 

     

    if (dAngle2 < -90 || dAngle2 > 90 || !gps.location.isValid()) 

    {Distance2 = 0;} 

    

      HeadingError = courseToWay2 - RoundDegreeInt; 

       { HeadingError = HeadingError - 360;} 

      if(HeadingError <= -180) 

       { HeadingError = 360 - abs(HeadingError);} 

        if(HeadingError > 60 || HeadingError <-60) 

                Distance2 =0; 

      RudderAngle = (Kp1*HeadingError)+(Kp2*Distance2); 

      RudderAngle = round(RudderAngle); 

      RudderAngle = constrain(RudderAngle,-50,50); 

           

    } 
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    //------------------WayPoint2 to WayPoint3--------------------------------------// 

    if(!GetWay3 && GetWay2 && GetWay1) 

    { 

     courseToWay3 =  TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay2,LonWay2,LatWay3,LonWay3); 

     courseToCurrent3 = TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay2,LonWay2, flat,flon); 

     dAngle3 = courseToWay3 - courseToCurrent3; 

            if(dAngle3 > 180) 

            {dAngle3 = dAngle3 - 360;} 

            if(dAngle3 <= -180) 

            {dAngle3 = 360 - abs(dAngle3);} 

     Dis3 = TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(LatWay2,LonWay2,flat,flon); 

     Distance3 = Dis3*sin(dAngle3*PI/180); 

     

    if (dAngle3 < -90 || dAngle3 > 90 || !gps.location.isValid()) 

    {Distance3 = 0;} 

     

     

      HeadingError = courseToWay3 - RoundDegreeInt; 

      if(HeadingError > 180) 

       { HeadingError = HeadingError - 360;} 

      if(HeadingError <= -180) 

       { HeadingError = 360 - abs(HeadingError);} 

        

        if(HeadingError > 60 || HeadingError <-60) 

                Distance3 =0; 

      RudderAngle = (Kp1*HeadingError)+(Kp2*Distance3); 

      RudderAngle = round(RudderAngle); 

      RudderAngle = constrain(RudderAngle,-50,50); 

    } 

     

    //------------------WayPoint3 to Start--------------------------------------// 

    if(!GetWay0 && GetWay2 && GetWay1 && GetWay3) 

    { 

     courseToWay0 =  TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay3,LonWay3,LatWay0,LonWay0); 

     courseToCurrent0 = TinyGPSPlus::courseTo(LatWay3,LonWay3, flat,flon); 

     dAngle0 = courseToWay0 - courseToCurrent0; 

            if(dAngle0 > 180) 

            {dAngle0 = dAngle0 - 360;} 

            if(dAngle0 <= -180) 

            {dAngle0 = 360 - abs(dAngle0);} 

     Dis0 = TinyGPSPlus::distanceBetween(LatWay3,LonWay3,flat,flon); 

     Distance0 = Dis0*sin(dAngle0*PI/180); 

     

    if (dAngle0 < -90 || dAngle0 > 90 || !gps.location.isValid()) 

    {Distance0 = 0;} 

     

      HeadingError = courseToWay0 - RoundDegreeInt; 

       if(HeadingError > 180) 

       { HeadingError = HeadingError - 360;} 

      if(HeadingError <= -180) 
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       { HeadingError = 360 - abs(HeadingError);} 

        if(HeadingError > 60 || HeadingError <-60) 

                Distance0 =0; 

      RudderAngle = (Kp1*HeadingError)+(Kp2*Distance0); 

      RudderAngle = round(RudderAngle); 

      RudderAngle = constrain(RudderAngle,-50,50); 

       

    } 

     

    if(pulse_time1 >1800 || pulse_time1 <1170) 

        { 

          timerTakeover = millis(); 

          checktime = timerTakeover - lasttimeTakeover; 

          totaltimeTakeover = totaltimeTakeover + checktime; 

    } 

    lasttimeTakeover = millis();  

    

    if(totaltimeTakeover > 2000) 

     {   Takeover = !Takeover; 

         totaltimeTakeover = 0; 

     } 

        

        

   if(kalAngleX >60 || kalAngleX <-60 ) 

      {RudderAngle = 0;} 

    Rudder.write(RudderAngle+90); 

     

    //----------------End of Heading Control--------------// 

     

    //----------------Roll Control(Stabilize)-------------// 

    if(pulse_time2 > 1450 && pulse_time2 <1550) 

    {  RollError = RollSet - kalAngleX; 

       AileronAngle = -RollGain*RollError; 

       AileronAngle = constrain(AileronAngle,-50,50); 

       rolltakeover = false; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

       AileronAngle = map(pulse_time2,1100,1900,-50,50); 

       AileronAngle = constrain(AileronAngle,-50,50); 

       rolltakeover = true; 

        

    } 

       

     

    Aileron.write(AileronAngle+90); 

    int x = gpstime - gps.time.second(); 

     

   

    if(x!=0) 
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    { 

    File dataFile = SD.open("110714.txt", FILE_WRITE); 

    if (dataFile) {     

    dataFile.print(flat,6);             //Latitude in Decimal Degrees 

    dataFile.print(","); 

    dataFile.print(flon,6);             //Longitude in Decimal Degrees 

    dataFile.print(","); 

    dataFile.print(kalAngleX,1);        //Rotation of X Angle in Degree 

    dataFile.print(","); 

    dataFile.print(RoundDegreeInt);             //Magnetometer(Azimuth) in Degree(0-360) 

    dataFile.print(",");  

     

    if(!GetWay1) 

    { dataFile.print(Distance1); } 

    if(GetWay1&&!GetWay2) 

    { dataFile.print(Distance2);} 

    if(GetWay1&&GetWay2&&!GetWay3) 

    {dataFile.print(Distance3);} 

    if(GetWay1&&GetWay2&&GetWay3&&!GetWay0) 

    {dataFile.print(Distance0);} 

    dataFile.print(","); 

    dataFile.print(gps.speed.mps());     

    dataFile.print(","); 

    dataFile.print(gps.time.hour()+7);  //Time GMT+7 

    dataFile.print(":"); 

    dataFile.print(gps.time.minute()); 

    dataFile.print(":"); 

     

    if(rolltakeover) { 

      dataFile.print(gps.time.second()); 

      dataFile.println("    User"); 

      } 

      else { dataFile.println(gps.time.second());} 

     

       if(GetWay1 && !GetWay2 && !GetWay3 && !GetWay0 && print1 ) 

      {dataFile.println("    PassWayPoint1"); 

       print1 = false;} 

       if(GetWay1 && GetWay2 && !GetWay3 && !GetWay0 && print2 ) 

      {dataFile.println("    PassWayPoint2"); 

        print2 = false;} 

       if(GetWay1 && GetWay2 && GetWay3 && !GetWay0 && print3 ) 

      {dataFile.println("    PassWayPoint3"); 

        print3 = false;} 

         if(!GetWay1 && !GetWay2 && !GetWay3 && GetWay0 && print0 ) 

      {dataFile.println("    PassWayPoint0"); 

        print0 = false;} 

     

     

    dataFile.close(); 
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    gpstime = gps.time.second(); 

}    

     

static void smartDelay(unsigned long ms) 

{ 

  unsigned long start = millis(); 

  do  

  { 

    while (Serial1.available()) 

      gps.encode(Serial1.read()); 

  } while (millis() - start < ms); 

} 

 

void calcSignalRudder() 

{ 

//record the interrupt time so that we can tell if the receiver has a signal from the 

transmitter 

 last_interrupt_time1 = micros(); 

 

//if the pin has gone HIGH, record the microseconds since the Arduino started up 

 if(digitalRead(CHANNEL_Rudder_PIN) == HIGH) 

    { 

        timer_start1 = micros(); 

    } 

//otherwise, the pin has gone LOW 

    else 

    { 

        //only worry about this if the timer has actually started 

        if(timer_start1 > 0) 

        { 

            //record the pulse time 

            pulse_time1 = ((volatile int)micros() - timer_start1); 

            //restart the timer 

            timer_start1 = 0; 

        } 

    } 

} 

void calcSignalAileron() 

{ 

//record the interrupt time so that we can tell if the receiver has a signal from the 

transmitter 

 last_interrupt_time2 = micros(); 

 

//if the pin has gone HIGH, record the microseconds since the Arduino started up 

 if(digitalRead(CHANNEL_Aileron_PIN) == HIGH) 

    { 

        timer_start2 = micros(); 

    } 

//otherwise, the pin has gone LOW 
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    else 

    { 

        //only worry about this if the timer has actually started 

        if(timer_start2 > 0) 

        { 

            //record the pulse time 

            pulse_time2 = ((volatile int)micros() - timer_start2); 

            //restart the timer 

            timer_start2 = 0; 

        } 

    } 

} 

 


